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INTRODUCTION
• The importance of travel sequence and density analysis in urban transport 

planning cannot be overemphasized. 
• A travel sequence is a chain of passenger or vehicle movements or activities 

linked by various mode choices in a particular order. 
• The word ‘sequence’, as stated in this paper, is operationalised to indicate the 

choice of all the selected forms of travel in a particular order, from the point of 
origin to destination. These include both motorised and non-motorised forms of 
travel.

• This paper explores the travel sequences of passengers in terms of mode use 
and frequency, using a different method to collate all passengers’ sequences of 
travel, coding them, before analysing each specific travel sequence. 

• Other important issues that directly influence travel sequence and travel density 
analysis are access, egress patterns , arrangement of transport terminals and 
operating systems. 

• Access and egress are the continuous and unobstructed travel pathways of exit or 
entry from a point or place.



INTRODUCTION
• They support determine the frequency, availability, accessibility and convenience 

of public transport services and to some extent choice of transport modes at 
various terminals.

• Accurate estimation of access and egress time in the transport systems, proper 
planning and analysis are very critical in transport planning, but very limited and 
short in supply in cities (Krygsman et al., 2004). 

• This paper examines how the travel sequence of passengers can be differently 
measured. It examines passengers travel spatial densities from points of origin to 
destination. The paper looks at the extent to which the available terminal 
locations, distance and other factors influence the choice of transport services and 
modes. 

• This  paper recommends that while spatial configuration of land use, transport 
infrastructure, socio-economic and demographic factors of traveller significantly 
impacts on transport mode choices, decisions on terminal location must consider 
travel density characteristics and travel sequences data of travellers.



PROBLEM STATEMENT
• In general terms, distance decay between the transport terminals and the origin-

destination are very much a function of the different access and egress links 
within a particular modes of travel (Krygsman et al., 2004).  

• Terminal access, egress and connectivity ratio challenges have been with urban 
transportation for a while, however very few research has been done on it to 
find their relationship to transport mode choice. Some transport modes have 
been found to be more sensitive to the distance between transport terminals 
and points of origin or destination Loutzenheizer (1997) and Keijer & Rietveld 
(2004). 

• One may therefore ask the following questions 
• To what extent does the available transport terminal locations, distance and 

other factors influence the choice of transport services and modes.?
• In what ways can travel sequence and passenger location densities be measured 

and analysed from points of origin to destination.?



RATIONALE OF THE STUDY
• Without any doubt, the changes observed in urban travel, can currently be 

summarized as a growing number of road mode based motorised trips, as well as 
an increase in the use of the private vehicles at the expense of other transport 
modes and forms of mass urban travel (Hensher et al. 2003; Litman  2008; Cipriani, 
Gori, & Petrelli, 2012; Schoettle & Sivak, 2014).

• These increases have resulted in many urban transport challenges including 
congestion, inefficient operations, environmental pollution and the lack of equally 
better alternative means of travel.

• It has been established in literature by Abane, (2011), Agyemang (2015) that socio-
economic and demographic factor of  travellers influence their choice of transport 
service or transport mode.

• And it has been also argued that the spatial configuration of land use and transport 
infrastructure has a significant impact on mode choice processes for medium and 
long-distance trips, even when the impact of travellers socio-economic 
characteristics and travel time are taken into account (Narisra Limtanakool,2006). 

• It is therefore proposed that land-use factors which include the location of terminals 
should, therefore, be included as potential determinants of mode choices 
(Limtanakool,& Schwanen, 2006).  Hence this study 



STUDY OBJECTIVES
• The objectives of this paper are:
• To identify the origin-destination (O-D) travel sequence of passengers 

along the selected route. 
• Find an alternative way to measure and evaluate travel sequence along 

the selected route.
• Evaluate the extent to which available modes, terminal locations and 

spatial densities impact on mode choice of travellers.
• To create models and find the extent to which distance, income, 

occupation, age, gender and transport service attributes have influence 
on choice of transport modes.



LITERATURE REVIEW
• Unlike travel patterns, that looks at a combination of origin to destinations selected 

by a traveller over a period, travel sequence is a chain of passenger or vehicle 
movements or activities linked by various mode choices in a particular order.

•  The word ‘sequence’, as stated in this paper, is operationalised to indicate the 
choice of all the selected forms of travel in a particular order, from the point of 
origin to destination. These include both motorised and non-motorised forms of 
travel. 

• The importance of travel sequence and density analysis in urban transport planning 
cannot be overemphasized. 

• Even though the popular method of analysing travel sequences, is the use of 
automated or computerized systems such as Sequential Alignment Method (SAM), 
a combination of automated and manual alternative methods may also be used to 
analyze travel sequence .

• The proponents of the computational process model approaches argue that 
activity-travel scheduling does not necessarily follow an optimization procedure 
(Miller and Roorda, 2003; Doherty et al., 2002) (Krygsman, Dijst, & Arentze, 2004).  



LITERATURE REVIEW
• There are, however, some disadvantages to using the Sequence Alignment 

Method. These include the fact that it does not capture the similarity of 
sequences that involve the same routine activities being done on different days 
(Saneinejad & Roorda, 2009). 

• It also has the limitation of being a method of the trip detection algorithm, and 
the method only accommodates two links in a trip chain, (Mavoa, Oliver, Witten, 
& Badland, 2011).

• Many transport planners still consider urban population density to be a 
significant determinant of travel behaviour. Much of the evidence for this 
comes from research in low-density, high-income settings (Goel & Mohan, 2020). 

• It is argued that origin – destination travel densities analysis linked to the choice 
of transport modes or terminals helps in planning and policy formation 
regarding decisions on distances between origin and terminals (Goel & Mohan, 
2020).



LITERATURE REVIEW
• Generally, various research supports the proposition that an increase in the 

distance to transfer location such as a bus terminal or airport significantly reduces 
the propensity to use that mode of transport. This is confirmed by Keijer & Rietveld 
(2004) and Loutzenheizer (1997). (Known as distance decay)

• An efficient public urban transport system is achieved through an efficient access 
and egress arrangement or systems.

• Access and egress are the continuous and unobstructed travel pathways of exit or 
entry from a point or place. 

• While access is mainly the entry point , egress is the exit points and are both the 
primary links in the public transport chain. They determine the frequency, 
availability, accessibility and convenience of public transport services and to some 
extent choice of transport modes at various terminals (Krygsman et al., 2004). 

• Accurate estimation of access and egress time is equally helpful in transport 
management. Access, egress and interconnectivity ratios are very essential in 
planning the catchment area or an urban or community public transport system, 
hence the need of sequence and passenger travel density analysis (Krygsman et al., 
2006). 



• THE SELECTED ROUTE
• The Accra-Takoradi Route 

• Source : Microsoft digital Map, 2018

• A straight route along the Atlantic Ocean. The route is located along the southern part 
of Ghana. It is the only route that links together Greater Accra- Central Region and 
Western region by a single road network through many commercial towns. Even though 
it is a route with great potential for the operation of a multimodal transport system, 
currently the route neither operates a railway line on land nor a passenger cruise line 
service by sea. 

The Sea



RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
• Before the commencement of the final surveys, two weeks’ reconnaissance survey 

was conducted at various vehicle terminals in Accra and Takoradi as well as 
Kotoka International Airport (KIA) and Takoradi Airport. 

• This reconnaissance survey was done to identify all the critical activities at these 
terminals that relate to passengers and operators, such as time of arrival, time of 
departure, days of operation.

• The  method of the study included designing a questionnaire, that targeted 
passengers or users of transport services along the same route. Respondents filled 
both questionnaires by a face-to-face interaction while they waiting to board the 
flight or inside the buses waiting to move.

• A random sampling method was used for this exercise. As much as possible, both 
male and female respondent was selected randomly. The filled the survey 
questionnaire forms were immediately collected for analysis.

• In line with earlier research done by Abane,( 2011) and Agyemang, (2015) with a 
sample size of 400 and 600 passengers respectively, the researcher used a sample 
size of 783 passengers for this research.



RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Ø In finding answers to the study objectives, passengers who travelled by air and road 

transport services were individually asked to list in chronological order, the types of 
transport services they selected and used from the origin and destinations of the trip 
up to the main terminal being their intra-urban travels. 

• Then respondents also indicated why they decided to travel on the specific, selected 
transport service or mode from the main terminal to the destination terminal 
representing an inter-urban travel. Each respondent movement, both motorised and 
non-motorised was recorded, coded in sequential order from origin to destination and 
analysed.

• The result of the rigorous quantitative data was examined, coded and sorted to enable 
the researcher adequately analyse the sequence of travel with the help of STATA 
software. 

• Also a GPS, ArcMap software, was used to develop and conduct geospatial, proximity 
and buffering analyses to find residential locations or origin and destination points of 
urban trip makers and how they influenced their modal use. 

• In light of this, various origins and destinations of respondents were collated and plotted 
on a Greater-Accra and Sekondi-Takoradi digital maps to find and analyse the distances 
in relationship to the origin and destination terminals.



• Origin –Destination travellers densities compared to distances between selected transport 
terminals 

• Fig 2 Origin Air mode Fig 3  Origin Road mode

Fig 2. Air mode travel density analysis from various origins in GAMA to Kotoka International Airport domestic terminal 
Fig 3.   Road mode travel density analysis from various origins in GAMA to main bus Terminals around Kaneshie.

• Fig 4. Destination Road mode Fig 5. Destination Air mode

Fig 4. Road mode travel density analysis from Takoradi (main bus terminal  to various destinations.
Fig 5.  Air mode travel density analysis from Takoradi ( Airport /Airforce base ) to various destinations in STMA and Western Region



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Origin of travellers
• Table 1, the seven highest frequency of respondents travels from origin to the Accra 

Terminals were Osu Klottey (18.3%), Okai Koi South (10.2 %), Tema Metropolis 
(7.8%), Ga West (7.7%), La dadekotopon (6%), Ledzorkuku Krowor (5.7%) and 
Ayawaso Central (5.6%). 

Destination of travellers
• Then from the destination terminals to the final destination, the highest frequency 

was within Sekondi-Takoradi (66%) showing that the majority of respondents did 
not continue their journey beyond the Sekondi-Takoradi Metropolitan area.

• Other destinations were Shama district (6.9%), Wassa Amenfi West (4.6%), Wassa 
Amenfi East & Sefwi Bibiani district (2.3%), and Ellembelle/Jomoro district (2%).

• Origin travel densities ( Air mode)
• From Fig.2, there seems to be a reasonably even distribution of passengers from 

various origins in the region. It was observed that almost all travellers originated 
from locations that were within 1-20 km radius from the airport.



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Origin travel densities ( Road mode) 
In Fig 3, a similar passenger travel density analysis was conducted for passengers from     
various origins in the Greater Accra Region to the main road terminals around Kaneshie. 
It was again observed that most of the passengers who selected to travel by road through 
the Kaneshie bus terminals, originated from between 1-25km from the Kaneshie 
terminal. The majority originated from 1-10km away from the Kaneshie terminal.
Destination travel densities ( Road mode)
Fig 4. showed the road travel density analysis of travellers from the main Takoradi bus  
terminal to their various destinations. It was observed that most passengers’ final 
destinations, fell between a 10kms radius from the terminal in Takoradi, as seen on the 
diagram. 
All the rest of traveller’s destination fell with the 1-25 km radius from the main terminal. 
This result shows that travellers are willing to select a transport mode if the destination 
terminal is within 10kms from their destination.



Origin Seq.
Code

SEQUENCE FROM PLACE OF ORIGIN
TO TAKORADI BOUND BUS TERMINALS 
/AIRPORT IN ACCRA

FREQ % Destination 
Seq. 
Code

SEQUENCE FROM TAKORADI 
BUS/AIRPORT TERMINALS TO FINAL 
DESTINATION 

FREQ %

A1 Sww-usc-eww 45 5.75 B2 Sww-tbs-eww 90 11.49
B1

Sww-tbs-eww 151 19.28
C2

Sww-phc-eww 109 13.92
C1

Sww-phc-eww 102 13.03
E2

Sww-eww 97 12.39
D1

Sww-tcs-eww 161 20.56
D2

Sww-tcs-eww 372 47.51
 Sww-tbs-usc-eww 3 0.38 K2 Sww-bss-eww 30 3.83

E1
Sww-eww 42 5.36

N2
Sww-tcs-bss-eww 22 2.81

M1
Sww-tcs-tbs-eww 60 7.66

F2
Sww-tbs-bss-eww 6 0.77

F1 Sww-tbs-bss-eww 66 8.43 H2 Sww-bss-phc-eww 4 0.51
G1 Sww-tcs-phc-eww 9 1.15 M2 Sww-tcs-tbs-eww    1.40
H1 Sww-bss-phc-eww 22 2.81  Sww-mcs-tbs-bss-phc –eww 1 0.13

 Sww-mcs-eww 5 0.64 J2 Sww-phc-eww 6 0.77
N1 Sww-tcs-bss-eww 42 5.36  Sww-bss-phc -chs-eww 1 0.13
L1 Sww-tcs-tbs-bss-eww 11 1.40 G2 Sww-tcs-phc-eww 9 1.15
 Sww-bcc-mcs-eww 1 0.13  Sww-tcs-usc-phc-chs-eww 1 0.13
 Sww-usc-phc-eww 1 0.13  Sww-tcs-phc –eww 4 0.51
 Sww-mcs-tbs-bss-phc-eww 1 0.13  Sww-mcs-eww 2 0.26

K1 Sww-bss-eww 20 2.55 A2 Sww-usc-eww 7 0.89
 Sww-tcs-tbs-phc –eww 1 0.13  Sww-phc-chs-eww 1 0.13

J1 Sww-phc –eww 7 0.89  Sww-tcs-usc-eww 2 0.26
 Sww-bss-phc –eww 3 0.38  Sww-chs-eww 3 0.38

 Sww-tcs-usc-eww 2 0.26  Sww-mcs-tbs-phc-eww 1 0.13
 Sww-tcs-usc -phc-chs –eww 1 0.13  Sww-bcc-tcs-eww 1 0.13
 Sww-tcs-phc-eww 2 0.26  Sww-tcs-tbs-phc-eww 1 0.13
 Sww-tcs-bss-phc-eww 2 0.26  Sww-usc-bss-phc-chs-eww 1 0.13
 Sww-usc-chs-eww 1 0.13 L2 Sww-tcs-tbs-bss-eww 1 0.13
 Sww-tbs-bss-phc-eww 3 0.38  T  O  T  A  L 783 100
 Sww-phc-chs-eww 1 0.13     

 
Sww-tbs-usc-bss-eww 2 0.26

 KEY TO SEQUENCE CODE  

 
Sww-tcs-tbs-phc-eww 2 0.26

 Started walking Sww  

 Sww-usc-bss-eww 3 0.38  Ended walking eww  

 Sww-chs-eww 1 0.13  Taxi service tcs  

 Sww-tcs-tbs-usc-phc –eww 1 0.13  Trotro Service tbs  

 Sww-tbs-phc-eww 3 0.38  Bus Service bss  

 Sww-mcs-bss-eww 1 0.13  Company Car chs  

 Sww-mcs-tbs-bss-eww 1 0.13  Private Car phc  

 Sww-tbs-phc- eww 1 0.13  Motorbike mcs  

 Sww-tcs-bss-phc-eww 1 0.13  Uber Service usc  



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Destination travel densities ( Air mode)
• Fig 5. Once again, a similar trend was observed as the air travel density was also 

analysed. It was observed from the trend once again that the majority of travellers 
destination was within the 10km radius of the Airport terminal and the rest within 
the 1-25km radius. 

• This result again confirmed that passengers would select a transport mode for a trip, 
if the destination terminal is within 10km of travel from their destination or at most 
25km within their destination area. 

Travel sequence analysis ( Premised that , a thousand-mile journey begins with a first step and walking is our 
first means of transport; every trip begins and ends with walking)

• The study confirmed the generally known fact that, considering both motorized and 
non-motorized travel patterns, movement is premised on the fact that all trips begin 
and end using the natural non-motorized mode of walking.

• Comparing the most frequent O-D sequences of travellers on the route showed that 
while from various points of origin to the terminals in Accra, the sequence Codes D1-
D2, with the sequence (Sww-tcs-eww) meaning Start walking- took a taxi- ended 
walking, seems to dominate with the usage of 20.56% of passengers, at the origin 
to terminals in Accra.



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Travel sequence analysis 
• This same sequence (Sww-tcs-eww) meaning Start walking- took a taxi- ended 

walking, seems to be even higher, recording a percentage of 47.51 % of the 
passengers at the destination terminal in Takoradi to the destination. This result 
showed that the usage of taxis is the most preferred transport service of travellers 
on this route from the point of origin to the terminals and from the terminals to the 
destination. 

• It is rather interesting to observe that even though the Uber taxi service seems to 
be catching up in Greater Accra, with a usage percentage of 5.74% at destination 
on the route from passengers sampled.  However, the service did not seem to make 
any significant impact in Takoradi with a low percentage of 0.89%, reference to 
sequence codes A1-A2. 

• The second most frequently used sequence from the point of origin to Accra 
terminals was sequence codes B1- B2 referring to sequence (Sww-tbs-eww) 
referring to “start walking- took tro-tro- ended walking”. This sequence recorded 
19.28 % of the sample size at the origin and 11.49 % at the destination terminals to 
the destination. 



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Travel sequence analysis
• The third most frequent sequence at origin was sequence codes C1-C2, with a 

sequence (Sww-phc-eww) meaning “started walking, used a private vehicle and 
ended walking” to the Accra terminals. 

• This sequence recorded 13.35% of travellers on the route from Accra, and a similar 
percentage of 13.92% was also recorded at Takoradi terminals to the final 
destinations.

•  Other travel sequences such as sequence codes F1-F2 with sequence (Sww-tbs-bss-
eww) meaning “started walking- trotro- bus service –ended walking” recorded 
8.43% at origin and 0.51% at the destination. 

• Sequence codes M1-M2 (Sww-tcs-tbs-eww) “started walking-taxi-Trotro-ended 
walking” recorded 7.66% at the origin, and 1.40% at destination and sequence 
codes E1-E2 (Sww-eww) “started and ended walking” recorded 5.36% of travellers 
at origin and an increase of 12.39% at the destination.



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
• Two Logistics Regression model were run to test the variables that influence the 

choice of transport modes. 
• The First model was done using only distance, income and occupation . These were 

tested in early research and all found to be significant. However the model showed 
that 

• The test of model fitness was done for Model, 1. The model had a chi-square result 
of 0.00, which is significant. It, therefore, indicates that the model fits the data.

• Secondly, overall, Model 1, explains from the Pseudo R-squared result that 52% of 
the variables in the choice of transport mode is explained by the distance, income 
and the occupation variables.

• While income and distance were significant predictors of the choice of transport 
mode, occupation was not statistically significant. From Model 1, persons who 
travelled between 60.1 – 80+km from place of origin to Accra /Kaneshie transport 
terminal were less likely to travel by road to Takoradi. Also persons with income 
between GHC 2001 to GHC 4,000 and above GHC 4,000 are less likely to travel by road.



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Model 2:  Logistics Regression on distance, income, occupation, age, gender and 
transport service attributes.
• The test of model fitness was done for Model, 2. It showed that model has a chi-

square result of 0.00, which is significant. It, therefore, indicates that the model fits 
the data.

• Secondly, overall, Model 2, explains from the Pseudo R-squared result that 55% of 
the variables in the choice of transport mode is explained by the distance, income 
and perceived attributes.

• While income, distance and perceived attributes were significant predictors of the 
choice of transport mode, occupation, gender and age were not statistically 
significant.

• From Model, 2 persons who travelled between 60.1 – 80+km from place of origin 
to Accra /Kaneshie transport terminal were less likely to travel by road to Takoradi.

•  Also persons with income between GHC 2001 to GHC 4,000 and above GHC 4,000 
are less likely to travel by road.



MAJOR OUTCOMES

• Mode choice is mostly affected by objective and subjective determinants. 
Therefore, Scheiner explained that the location and choice of travellers 
transport mode are reflective of the fact that individuals’ location decision can 
be best described by the location’s attributes, which may be influenced in two 
distinct ways (Scheiner, 2007).

• Firstly, due to the effect of physical urban forms or as an effect of particular 
location behaviour that reflects subjective location attitudes.

• The travel density analysis of this study found that most travellers originated 
and ended the journeys at locations that were within a 1-25km radius from 
the transport terminals they used for the trips. 

• This result confirmed Scheiner’s model that the distance between the 
location of travellers and terminals influences their choice of transport modes 
or services. 

• Also, the study confirmed earlier research by Krygsman et al., (2004), that the 
distance decay between transport terminals at origin and destinations is a 
function of different access and egress links. 



MAJOR OUTCOMES
• This finding confirmed that the spatial configuration of land use and transport 

infrastructure has a significant impact on mode choice processes for medium 
and long-distance trips, even when the impact of travellers socio-economic 
characteristics and travel time are considered (Narisra Limtanakool,2006).

• Therefore, the sequence analysis showed that walking and the use of taxis is most 
preferred by travellers on this route from the point of origin to the terminals and 
from the terminals to the destination. 

• This result may be because the average Ghanaian traveller carries on the route a 
piece of sizeable luggage which makes the taxi service the preferred choice. 

• It is not surprising that the sequence of travel from points of origin to the various 
Takoradi terminals in Accra showed a trend where the sequence (Sww-tcs-eww) start 
walking- took a taxi- ended walking, seems to dominate with the usage of 20.56% of 
passengers.  

• Also at the destination terminals to the destination in Takoradi, this same sequence 
(Sww-tcs-eww) start walking- took a taxi- ended walking, seems to be even higher 
recording a percentage of 47.51 % of the passenger preference.



MAJOR OUTCOMES
The next preferred sequence was (Sww-tbs-eww) referring to (start walking- took 
tro-tro- ended walking). 

Then the third most frequent sequence at origin was (Sww-phc-eww) meaning 
started walking, used a private vehicle and ended walking to the Accra terminals. 
Other travel sequences such as (Sww-tbs-bss-eww), walking, trotro- bus-walking 
(Sww-tcs-tbs-eww) walking, taxi, trotro, walking and (Sww-eww) walking to and 
from terminals  were found. 
 
Apart from the importance of transport services attributes, such as comfort, traffic 
congestion, availability, affordability, accessibility and other perceived attributes of 
transport services such as safety, security, service staff conduct, general satisfaction, 
were statistically significant and they influences the choice of transport services. 

Other vital factors are the access time and distance between the place of origin and 
destination to the terminal ,the egress time are equally important factors.



CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• Even though it has been established by earlier research that many factors, 

including socio-economic and demographic factors of travellers, influence the 
choice of transport mode,

 
• The finding in this research also confirms earlier research that distance decay 

between transport terminals and origin, or destination is a function of different 
access and egress links. 

• Specific modes of transport such as air transport  are more sensitive to distance 
decay  than others in support of (Krygsman et al., 2004). 

• The closer or shorter the assess, distance and time to the terminal, the more likely 
it is to attract more passenger patronage.



CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

• This finding again confirmed that the location of a terminal and the distance of 
travel from origin and destinations has a direct influence on the number of 
potential passengers who will patronize the transport mode or service. 

• This confirmed Steiner’s travel model, that explains that the location and choice of 
travellers transport mode are reflective of the fact that individual’s location 
decision can be best described by the location’s attributes, which influences in 
two distinct ways (Scheiner,2007).

•  i.e. effect of physical urban forms or as an effect of a particular location 
behaviour that reflects subjective location attitudes (Scheiner,2007).

• The closer and shorter the assess distance and time to the terminal; the more 
likely it is to attract more passenger patronage.



CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• From the policy implication perspective, it is prudent to also analyze passengers 

travel spatial densities from points of origin to destination before taking 
decisions of introducing a transport services in urban areas. From the study it has 
been found that terminal locations influence the choice of transport services

• The application of travel sequence analysis and recommendations of this study 
would assist town planning and transport policy experts on decisions to locate or 
relocate transport terminals to enable it to attract maximum patronage and shift 
travel patterns to benefit all stakeholders. 

• Travel sequence analysis makes it possible to optimised network operation more 
efficient. The analysis also helps in the identification and analysis of travelling 
probabilities, relative frequencies of chosen travel modes, identifies and analyses 
transport mode splits into motorised and motorised travel trips and patterns.



CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• There is the need to encourage the effective use of non-motorized and semi- 

motorized forms of transportation and other alternative modes of transportation 
that include mass transits transportation, such as the rail passenger 
transportation, or short sea passenger transportation along the selected route 
and in other similar urban areas.

• Transport services operators may as a policy work serious towards the 
improvement of service conditions such as such as affordability, availability, 
safety, security, staff conduct, general satisfaction, comfort of the services to 
attract higher patronage.

• THANK YOU.


